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Te m p e r a t u r e a n d Pr e ssu r e D e p e n d e n c e

Only in a zero approximation µ can be considered to be constant.
A more detailed approach considers the temperature and pressure dependence of µ. Often
linear approaches are sufficient:
ì = ì0 + á·ÄT
ì = ì0 + â·Äp
For the temperature and pressure coefficients of the chemical potential of a substance B the
following rules are valid:
0 > á(Bsolid) > á(Bliquid) >> á(Bgaseous)
0 < â(Bsolid) < â(Bliquid) <<< â(Bgaseous)
Already these qualtitative rules allow many useful conclusions.
At low temperatures (nearly) all substances are solid, because
µ(Bsolid) < µ(Bliquid) << µ(Bgaseous)
Since 0 > á(Bsolid) > á(Bliquid) >> á(Bgaseous) all potentials decrease when the
substances are heated and therefore we can expect that the order will invert
at higher temperatures and all substances will melt and finally vaporize.
In contrast to solids and liquids the pressure coefficient ß of
gases shows a strong pressure dependence; therefore, the
linear approach is only valid if Äp/p < 10%. For a more expanded
pressure region a logarithmic approach has to be chosen:
ì = ì0 + RTln(p/p0)
A simultaneous temperature and pressure dependence can be
described for example by
ì = ì0 + á·ÄT+ â·Äp
By use of these equations the phase diagram of a substance can
be calculated if the phase transition is formulated as reaction
and the equilibrium condition is considered, f.e.
Bsolid ® Bliquid
melting process
ìsolid = ìliquid

Related Energy

The formation of a substance against
its “tendency to change” ì requires the
energy WF. These energy increases
with
· increasing amount of the newly
formed substance Än,
· increasing counteractive “drive” ì
Wf = ì·Än

A linear approach can be chosen if the concentration
change Äc is small:
ì = ì0 + ã·Äc
While á and â still depend from the surrounding of the
given substance the concentration coefficient ã is
independent from it:

for small Än

Another and very important application is the derivation of the “mass action law”. If we
consider a general reaction
B + C + ... ® D + E + ...
The equilibrium is reached if
ìB + ìC + ... = ìB + RTlncr(B) + ... = ìD + ìE + ... = ìD + RTlncr(D) + ...
From this follows: Kc= exp

(

ìB + ìC +... - ìD - ìE - ...
RT

cr(D)·cr(E)·...

) = c (B)·c (C)·...
r

Mi x t u r e s

ideal homogeneous mixture:
chemical potential of the component A in the mixture:
ìA = ìA+ RTlnxA
Þ ìM = xAìA + xBìB +
RT(xA·lnxA + xB·lnxB)
heterogenous mixture:
ìM = xAìA + xBìB

1) The tendency of a substance B

The mean chemical potential depends
not only on the composition but also
on the temperature. Together with the
fact that the phase with the lowest
chemical potential at a given temperature will be stable these dependencies
can be used to construct the phase
diagrams of mixtures.

• to react with other substances,
• to transform in another state,
• to distribute in space
can be expressed by the same quantity - namely ì.
2) The magnitude of this tendency, that is the numerical value of ì
• is determined solely by the nature of the substance
• and by its surrounding (temperature, pressure,
concentration, solvent, field strength, ...),

Example: mixture of two
liquid components

• but not by the nature of the other reactants and products.

(high temperatures: single
minimum Þ homogeneous
mixture
low temperatures: a maximum
and two minima Þ In the
composition range between the
two minima a mixture of two
phases is more stable than a
single-phase solution)

3) A reaction, transformation, redistribution proceeds only
voluntarily if the tendency for the process in the
initial state is stronger than in the final state.

W = S(T2-T1)

W = n(ì2 - ì1)

Prediction of Possible Reactions

3 O2 + 2 (CH2) ® 2 CO2
ì/kG 3·0 + 2·(+4)
+8

+ 2 H2O

> 2·(-394) + 2·(-237)
> -1262

process possible
Reference point of chemical potentials
The heights of mountains
are not referred to the geocentre but to the sea level.
Similarly it is useful to
choose for the values of
the chemical potential a
convenient point of reference, for example the pure elements in
their most stable modification.

Pure substances at room conditions
Substance

Formula

ì/kG

Iron

Fe

0

Oxygen

O2

0

Cane sugar

C12H22O11

-1544

Marble

CaCO3

-1128

Quartz

SiO2

-805

Carbon dioxide CO2

-394

Table salt

NaCl

-384

Water

H2O

-237

Alcohol

C2H6O

-175

Paraffin wax

»(CH2)

+4

Benzene

C6H6

+125

Acetylene

C2H2

+290

Unit: Gibbs (=J/mol)
ì=0
valid for elements

ì<0
Þ substance can
be created voluntarily from the elements

ì>0
Þ subst. tends to
decompose
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Quantum Statistics

1

Weight as model
Just the sum of the weights G on each side positive or negative ones - determines to
which side the seasaw leans.
The left side wins, if
G(A´) + G(A´´) + ... > G(B´) + G(B´´) + ...
Equilibrium is reached, if
G(A´) + G(A´´) + ... = G(B´) + G(B´´) + ...
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Just like in the case of pure substances a chemical potential can be assigned to a mixture of two components A and B with the mole
fractions xA and xB:
ìM = xAìA + xBìB
mean chemical pot.

ì

W = m(ø2-ø1)

Kc: equilibrium constant

r

Wanted

Analogously the energy needed for the
transfer of an amount of substance n
from a low chemical potential ì1 to a
high potential ì2 is given by
Wt = Äì·n.
In contrary the transfer of a substance
from a high to a low potential releases
energy. This released energy can be
used by special apparatus, “matter
engines”, comparable to water mills or
steam engines.
Example: “drinking duck” which uses
the potential difference between liquid
water and water vapour

The sum of the chemical potentials ì on
each side of the reaction formula
A´ + A´´ + ... ® B´ + B´´ + ...
- positive or negative ones - decides, in
which direction a reaction tends.

The more concentrated the
action the more punching the
effect. This is also valid for
the mass action.

RT
ã=
c
The combination of these two relations results in the socalled “mass action formula”:
ì = ì0 + RTln(c/c0) = ì0 + RTlncr mass action formula
A decrease in the concentration of one order of
magnitude always causes a decrease of the chemical
potential by the same amount, the “deca potential” ìd
(5,71 kG » 6 kG at 298 K).
The concentration dependence of ì explains for
example the volatilisation of water at room temperature.
The strong dilution of the water vapour in air lowers the value
H2Ogaseous ® H2Oliquid
of its chemical potential below that of liquid water.
> -237
ì/kG -229

The chemical potential,
commonly described as the partial
derivative of a quantity in which energy and
entropy are involved, is often regarded as a difficult
concept. As a fast and easy way without the frightening
mathematical apparatus and in accordance with an average
person´s perception the chemical potential can be introduced by
a phenomenological approach, i.e. the quantity is descripted by its
directly observable properties. The weight may serve as a simple model for
the phenomenological definition and direct metrication of a physical quantity.
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Concentration Dependence

IWhen the molecules of a substance are put into an excited state which is higher in energy by
å, the chemical potential of the substance increases by the molar energy å/ô:
-1
µ0(å) = ì0(0) + å/ô
excitation formula
(ô = NA :elementary amount of the substance)
Molecular velocity distribution (MAXWELL distribution)
As one example of many the distribution of particle velocities in a gas shall be derived. We
conceive of B as a thin gas consisting of particles characterised by the molecule mass m and
the velocity vector v.
Assumptions:
· All particles with the same v are considered as molecules
of a substance B(v).
· The entire gas is an equilibrium mixture of many such
substances.
· The energy and chemical potential of the “substance”
B(v) can be described by:
2
å(v) = ½mv
kinetic energy of a molecule
ì0(v) = ì0(0) + ½mv 2/ô
excitation formula
The change of velocity of the particles through frequent
collisions appears as transformations of a simple type
B(v) ®B(v´). According to the mass action formula we have
ì(v) = ì0(0) + ½mv 2/ô + RTln(c(v)/c0)
By solving for c(v), the equilibrium values of the concentrations, we obtain the desired
distribution:
ì(v) - ì0(0)
½mv 2
m (vx2 + vy2 + vz2)
c(v) = c0·exp
c(v) = c(0)·exp ·exp kT
RT
2kT
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